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Attorney for Arizona Public Service Company 

BEFORE THE ARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION 

COMMISSIONERS 

SUSAN BITTER SMITH, Chairman 
BOB STUMP 
BOB BURNS 
DOUG LITTLE 
TOM FORESE 

If a customer uses the grid, they should fairly contribute to the grid’s fixed costs. 

Customers who install distributed generation (DG), like rooftop solar, do use the grid- 

24 hours a day. But because of a rate design that the Commission has found to be 

“unfair” and “defective,”’ customers with DG don’t pay their fair share for that use. 

In late 2013, the Commission began addressing this unfairness on an interim 

basis when it ordered customers who install rooftop solar to pay $0.70 per month for 

each kW of their solar system. This payment was called the “LFCR Adjustment,”* and it 

was structured so that it did not increase APS’s revenue. Anticipating that the 

See Decision 74202 at P 96 (Dec. 3,2013). 1 

* LFCR stands for Lost Fixed Cost Recovery and refers to APS’s LFCR Mechanism. 
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Adjustment might need to increase before APS’s next rate case, the Commission also 

established a framework to reset the Adjustment on an interim basis. 

This Motion requests a reset of the LFCR Adjustment under that framework. The 

need to make further progress in fairly allocating costs has only deepened since 20 13. In 

the year following Decision No. 74202, 7,800 DG systems were installed in APS’s 

territory-more than any other year. Each of these systems is designed to operate for at 

least 20 years. For every 7,800 systems installed, a permanent cost shift of 

approximately $126 million over that 20-year period is created. If the current pace of 

installations continues through mid-2017, APS estimates that close to $800 million in 

fixed costs will be shifted to and paid by customers without DG if no further steps are 

taken to reduce the cost shift. 

Accordingly, APS submits this Motion to Reset and requests that the LFCR 

Adjustment be reset to $3/kW, an amount the Commission has already found to be 

rea~onable.~ This Motion relies entirely on the findings and conclusions in Decision No. 

74202. It only requests a reset consistent with the Commission’s prior determinations. 

Resetting the Adjustment in this manner would: 

be revenue neutral; 

apply only to customers who install rooftop solar after the effective date of 

any decision on this Motion; and 

0 make incremental progress in addressing a looming $800 million cost shift. 

Because fixed costs continue to accumulate each day, APS urges the Commission to act 

promptly on this Motion, ordering a reset to take effect on August 1, 20 15. 

I. BACKGROUND 

In July 2013, APS filed its Application for Approval of a Net Metering Cost Shift 

Solution. In support of its Application, APS submitted sworn testimony and other 

evidence demonstrating that: (i) the manner in which customers use the grid is changing; 

See Decision No. 74202 at P 84. 
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(ii) the growth of DG reinforces the need to have a modern, resilient, and reliable grid; 

(iii) customers with DG, and rooftop solar specifically, use the grid 24 hours a day, 

including at night, to start large appliances like air conditioners and refrigerators, to 

ensure power quality, and to be available any time that the sun isn’t shining; (iv) APS 

incurs fixed costs to serve a customer with DG; (v) when a customer installs rooftop 

solar, APS still incurs these fixed costs to serve that customer; (vi) under APS’s existing 

rate design, however, customers with DG avoid paying approximately $804 of these 

fixed costs each year (or $67 per month); and (vii) the $67 of fixed costs not paid each 

month by customers with DG are unfairly shifted to, and ultimately paid by, customers 

without DG. 

A. After a Robust Process, the Commission Issued a Final Decision and no 
Party Sought Rehearing. 

Thirteen Parties intervened in this docket after A P S  filed its Application (and 

continue to be parties of record). During the 2013 proceeding, 27 entities filed almost 60 

comments (not including APS), and numerous customers and community leaders 

submitted public comment. APS responded to a significant number of data requests from 

multiple parties, and filed each of its responses in the docket. No party requested a 

hearing, and the Commission held two days of Open Meeting to consider the matter. 

After receiving substantial comment, the Commission issued Decision No. 74202 on 

December 3, 2013. No party sought rehearing. By operation of law, it became a final 

decision of the Commission 20 days later on December 24, 2013.4 

B. Based on Filed Evidence, the Commission Found that the Cost Shift 
Exists and that Action Should Be Taken Before APS’s Next Rate Case. 

In Decision 74202, the Commission found that “the proliferation of DG 

installations results in a cost shift from APS’s DG customers to APS’s non-DG 

Upon becoming final, Decision No. 74202 became immune from collateral attack. See Ariz. Pub. Sew. 
Co. v. S. Union Gas Co., 76 Ariz. 373, 377 (1954) (holding that matters decided by the Commission are 
conclusive, can only be challenged as specified by statute, “and in the absence of pursuing such 
[statutory] remedy the decision is not subject to collateral attack.”). 
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residential customers absent significant changes to APS’s rate de~ ign .”~  The 

Commission further declared that this cost shift was unfair, and that those who cause 

costs should contribute their fair share: 

[i]t is simply unfair for DG customers to contribute less to the recovery of 
APS’s annual LFCR revenue than non-DG customers do. A basic principle 
of revenue allocation across customer classes is that the cost causer should 
bear a fair share of the costs that he creates. A revenue allocation that 
achieves the opposite result can only be regarded as defective. 

Due to the rapidly growing number of DG installations, the Commission concluded that 

waiting until APS’s next rate case to begin addressing the cost shift would not serve the 

public in te re~t .~  

C. The Commission Found that $3/kW is a Reasonable Adjustment, but 
Initially Set a Lower Amount Under the Circumstances Existing in 2013. 

In determining the amount of the Adjustment, the Commission reviewed, 

examined, and considered analyses, evidence, and public comment from various 

stakeholders, representing all perspectives. The Commission focused on analyses 

presented by two independent voices: Commission Staff and RUCO. The possible 

charges proposed by Commission Staff ranged from $3.08/kW to $12/kW, based on the 

assumptions made regarding the average retail rate and cost to purchase solar generation 

under a large-scale power purchase agreement.’ RUCO focused on a solution that 

increased over time, and assumed the ultimate need for at least a $3/kW charge.’ 

Based on these analyses, the Commission found that an interim charge of “$3.00 

per kW per month (which would be $21.00 for a customer system of 7 kW) is 

reasonable for new DG customers.”” In other words, the Commission selected Staffs 

lowest number ($3/kW per month), one which was also proposed by RUCO, as a 

reasonable amount to charge customers with DG through the interim LFCR Adjustment. 

Decision No. 74202 at P 49. 
Id. at P 96. 
Id. at P 99. 
See id. at PP 63-72. 
See id. at PP 45 and 84. 
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Nonetheless, the Commission set a lower $0.70 per kW Adjustment (or approximately 

$5  a month for a 7 kW system) under the circumstances presented in 2013 as “an 

amount that will be easy to use and understand by customers.”’ 

D. The Commission Made the Adjustment Revenue Neutral and Created a 
Means to Reset the Adjustment Before APS’s Next Rate Case. 

The Commission structured the Adjustment so that it did not increase APS’s 

revenue. The Adjustment only reallocated cost responsibility between customers with 

and without DG for APS’s annual LFCR revenue.12 In addition, the Commission ordered 

that all amounts collected under the Adjustment be subject to true up in APS’s next rate 

case. 13 

The Commission did not set the Adjustment with the expectation that it would 

remain unchanged. Instead, the Commission recognized that “it may periodically adjust 

this charge in any APS LFCR reset proceeding.”’“ The Commission ordered that any 

adjustment would apply prospectively: 

If the Commission subsequently adjusts the LFCR DG adjustment, the 
new adjustment shall only appl to new DG customers who si a contract 
with a solar installer after the L 6 CR DG adjustment is adopte 8 

The Commission ordered that these successive tranches of grandfathered customers 

would remain in place until APS’s next rate case.16 The Commission stated: “requiring a 

full rate case in order to address the defect identified [in Decision 742021 would be 
,317 harmful to the public interest.. . . The Commission also found that “the presence of a 

defect in the method for allocating the revenue spread in the LFCR is [ ] an 

‘extraordinary event.’ And we believe that it is in the public interest for us to address it 

now .’,’ * 

Decision No. 74202 at P 85. 11 

l 2  Id. at P 102. 
l3  Id. at P 104. 
l4  Id. at P 85.  
l5 Id. at P 87. 
l 6  Id. at P 88. 
l 7  Id. at P 103. 

Id. at P 106. 
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E. Despite Unequivocal Claims to the Contrary, the LFCR Adjustment Did 
Not Slow Rooftop Solar Penetration in 2014. 

Throughout the 2013 proceeding, many asserted that the $0.70/kW charge would 

significantly reduce the amount of solar installed. This, however, did not happen. In 

20 14, approximately 7,800 DG systems were installed in APS’s service territorylg-the 

highest amount ever. 

The cost shift also grew in 2014. As evidence in this docket shows, each DG 

installation shifts approximately $804 annually to customers without DG. With the 7,800 

systems installed in 2014, the cost shift grew by $6.3 million (7,800 x $804). Over the 

20-year life of these DG systems, the total amount shifted to customers without DG- 

solely by DG installed in 2014-will be approximately $126 million (20 x $6.3 million). 

If installations simply stay flat at 2014 levels, the 20-year cost shift will grow by $126 

million each year. And by mid-2017, APS estimates that the 20-year cost shift to 

customers without DG will grow to approximately $800 million. 

11.  PROPOSAL^^ 

A. APS Proposes that the Commission Implement its Prior Findings and 
Reset the LFCR Adjustment to $3/kW. 

APS proposes resetting the LFCR Adjustment to $3/kW per month. This is the 

amount that the Commission found to be reasonable in Decision No. 74202. It was also 

the lowest charge advocated by Commission Staff that was also endorsed by RUCO. A 

$3/kW charge would result in a monthly payment of $21 for customers with a system 

size of 7 kW. As ordered in Decision No. 74202, any reset would apply after the 

Commission’s decision on this Motion and remain in place until APS’s next rate case: 

See Letter to Docket Control from Lisa Malagon, Docket No. E01345A-13-0248 (January 15,2015). 
2o Before describing its proposal, APS comments briefly on labeling. The original Adjustment was called 
the “LFCR DG Charge” or “LFCR DG Adjustment.” This name, however, does not meaningfully 
describe the nature of the charge, nor invite customer understanding. Accordingly, in future filings, APS 
may use the term “Grid Access Charge” when referring to the Adjustment created by Decision No. 
74202. This change is in labeling only. It does not implicate any substantive aspect of the 20 13 decision. 

19 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that if the Commission subsequently 
modifies the LFCR DG adjustment before APS’s next rate case, the new 
adjustment shall only apply to new DG customers who sign a contract with 
a solar installer after the modified LFCR DG adjustment is adopted by the 
Commission. This tranch (sic) of customers and any successive tra%yhes of 
customers shall remain in place until APS’s next rate case decision. 

APS notes that a $3/kW LFCR Adjustment will not fully address the cost shift. 

The need for existing infrastructure to serve a customer does not vary with that 

customer’s usage. If a customer installs rooftop solar, and takes less energy from the 

grid during the day, the fixed grid costs to serve that customer are still incurred. Fairly 

allocating responsibility for these fixed infrastructure costs would result in monthly 

fixed charges that collect $67 from customers with DG. 

Collecting $67 in fixed costs from customers with DG would comply with the 

Commission-recognized principle that a “cost causer should bear a fair share of the costs 

that he creates.”22 But Decision No. 74202 only contemplated a smaller adjustment 

before APS’s rate case, not a complete solution to the cost shift. With this Motion, APS 

only seeks to reset an interim adjustment based on the Commission’s findings and using 

the process established by the Commission. As noted by Commission Staff in Decision 

No. 74202, however, “the equitable distribution of DG costs and benefits ideally 

requires all [DG] customers to have some form of demand-based charges.”23 APS 

agrees: resolving the cost shift for the long term and creating a sustainable future for &l 

types of customer-sited technologies requires updating rate design in APS’s rate case in 

a manner that is fair for all customers. 

Decision No. 74202 at p. 3O:l-5. 21 

22 Id. at P 96. 
23 Id. at Finding of Fact 32. 
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B. The Commission Should Reset the LFCR Adjustment Now in the Interest 
of Gradualism. 

Waiting to address the entire cost shift in one instance might cause undue 

disruption that could otherwise be avoided. As evidence in this docket shows, each 

customer with DG shifts an average of $67 in fixed grid costs to customers without DG 

each month. These costs represent the fixed infrastructure costs that APS must incur to 

safely deliver reliable power 24 hours a day. A fair allocation of costs to those who 

cause them would involve customers with DG paying fixed monthly charges of $67. 

But moving from the current $ 5  monthly charge to fixed charges of $67 in one 

rate case would be a significant change in a short period of time. Under generally- 

accepted principles of rate design, changes to rates should be done gradually, where 

possible.24 Increasing the LFCR Adjustment to $3/kW now would be an incremental 

step towards fair rate design. It would also be consistent with principles of rate 

gradualism and give customers and the rooftop solar industry time to adjust before fixed 

costs are (more) fairly allocated in APS’s next rate case. 

C. Making Incremental Progress Now on Fairly Allocating Fixed Costs 
Provides More Flexibility in APS’s Next Rate Case. 

Aside from the benefits of rate gradualism, increasing the LFCR Adjustment now 

would reduce the overall amount of the cost shift that must be addressed in APS’s next 

rate case. More lost fixed costs accumulate each day-fixed costs that will be 

shouldered by customers without DG if APS’s rate design is not modernized. If the 

Commission waits until the conclusion of APS’s next rate case to address the cost shift, 

the magnitude of the costs at issue might limit the Commission’s options. Permitting the 

cost shift to continue growing at its current pace may hinder balanced solutions in APS’s 

next rate case. 

24 See, e.g., James C. Bonbright et al., Principles of Public Utility Rates, at 383 (2d ed. 1988). 
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D. Resetting the LFCR Adjustment Still Permits Customers to Reduce Costs 
with Technology Under APS’s Demand-Based Rate. 

Resetting the LFCR Adjustment now does not preclude customers’ ability to 

install DG, control their consumption, reduce their demand, and save money. APS 

customers have the option to avoid the LFCR Adjustment entirely if they take service 

under APS’s ECT-2 rate. ECT-2 is a demand-based rate to which 100,000 APS 

residential customers already subscribe. It is similar to the rate approved in SRP’s recent 

rate case, a rate that has been reviewed favorably as equalizing the cost-sharing burden 

between customers “while encouraging solar-generating customers to reduce their part 

of the maintenance tab by altering their b e h a ~ i o r . ” ~ ~  APS agrees. Demand-based rates 

offer a means for everyone to “win”: customers can save money by reducing their 

demand with solar and other technologies; third parties are able to enhance their product 

offerings by installing more than just solar; utilities see their costs decrease; and the 

public at large benefits as customers experiment with different types of technologies and 

the most sustainable energy solutions begin to emerge. 

APS previously proposed ECT-2 as a solution to the cost shift in part because 

demand-based rates offer cost-saving opportunities for customers. It would also send the 

price signal needed to encourage the development of innovative demand-based 

technologies. Although the Commission did not immediately act on APS’s proposal in 

2013, it did exempt all customers taking service under ECT-2 from the LFCR 

Adjustment. This exemption would continue if the Commission granted this Motion and 

reset the LFCR Adjustment. 

111. CONCLUSION 

In 2013, the Commission began the process of ensuring that all customers fairly 

contributed to the grid’s fixed costs by implementing the initial $0.70/kW LFCR 

See Editorial Board, SRP has a better solar-fee idea, THE ARIZONA REPUBLIC, Dec. 2,2014, available 2s 

at: http://www.azcentral.com/story/opinion/editorial/2014/12/02/srp-rooftop-solar-net- 
meteringl1980443 I/. 
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Adjustment. Recognizing that $3/kW was a reasonable interim charge before APS’s next 

rate case, however, the Commission also set out a framework for resetting the LFCR 

Adjustment. This Motion fits squarely within that framework and only requests what 

was previously found to be reasonable. 

The factual basis for the LFCR Adjustment is more compelling than ever. 

Customers with DG continue to use the grid, but don’t pay for that use. The strain placed 

on the existing unfair and defective revenue allocation has only increased. These facts 

are not just true for APS. Across the nation, public utility commissions are beginning to 

take action. 

Resetting the LFCR Adjustment would make incremental progress towards fairly 

allocating costs between customers in a way that does not increase APS’s revenue. By 

resetting the Adjustment now, the Commission can reduce unfair cost shifting within the 

LFCR and make APS’s next rate case more manageable, all while preserving innovative 

energy solutions for APS customers. APS requests that the Commission reset the LFCR 

Adjustment to $3/kW per month effective August 1,2015. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 2nd 

r Arizona Public Service Company 

ORIGINAL and thirteen (13) copies 
of the foregoing filed this 2nd day of 
April 20 1 5, with: 

Docket Control 
ARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION 
1200 West Washington Street 
Phoenix, Arizona 85007 
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COPY of the foregoing mailed/delivered this 
2nd day of April 20 15 to: 

Janice Alward 
Legal Division 
Arizona Corporation Commission 
1200 W. Washington 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Bradley S. Carroll 
Tucson Electric Power Company 
88 East Broadway Blvd. 
Mail Stop HQE910 
P.O. Box 71 1 
Tucson, AZ 85702 

Lyn Farmer 
Administrative Law Judge 
Arizona Corporation Commission 
1200 W. Washington 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Albert Gervenack 
Homeowner in Sun City West 
1475 1 W. Buttonwood Drive 
Sun City West, AZ 85375 

Hugh Hallman 
Attorney for TASC 
Hallman & Affiliates, PC 
201 1 N. Campo Alegre Rd., Suite 
100 
Tempe, AZ 85281 

Garry D. Hays 
Attorney for ASDA 
Law Offices of Garry D. Hays, PC 
1702 E. Highland Avenue, Suite 204 
Phoenix, AZ 850 16 

David Berry 
Western Resource Advocates 
P.O. Box 1064 
Scottsdale, AZ 85252- 1064 

Giancarlo G. Estrada 
Attorney for IREC 
Estrada-Legal, PC 
One East Camelback Road, Suite 550 
Phoenix, AZ 85012 

Kevin T. Fox 
Keyes,zox & Wiedman, LLP 
436 14 Street, Suite 1305 
Oakland, CA 94612 

Todd G. Glass 
Keene M. O’Connor 
Attorney 
Wilson, Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati, 
P.C. 
70 1 Fifth Ave., Suite 5 100 
Seattle, WA 98104 

W.R. Hansen 
President of PORA 
Sun City West Property Owners 
13815 W. Camino del Sol 
Sun City West, AZ 85375 

Timothy Hogan 
Attorney for WRA 
Arizona Center for Law in the Public 
Interest 
202 E. McDowell Road, Suite 153 
Phoenix, AZ 85004 
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Mark Holohan 
Chairman 
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Lewis M. Levenson 
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Steve Olea 
Utilities Division 
Arizona Corporation Commission 
1200 W. Washington 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Greg Patterson 
Attorney for Arizona Competitive 
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Munger Chadwick 
2398 E. Camelback Road, Suite 240 
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Court S. Rich 
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Rose Law Group pc 
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Scottsdale, AZ 8525 1 
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Attorney 
Keyes, Fox & Weidman, LLP 
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Patty Ihle 
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Tim Lindl 
Attorney 
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Attorney 
SNELL & WILMER L.L.P. 
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Daniel Pozefsky 
Chief Counsel 
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